Name _______________________________ (How I Spent My Summer Vacation)
a. without
f. coins

b. joy
g. pointed

c. cowboys
h. jointly

d. buckaroo
i. voices

1

e. enjoyment
j. soil

1. The wild acting ____ were rounding up the cattle on the range.
2. Please be courteous and keep your ____down to a low roar.
3. ____our family and friends we would be lonely and very unhappy.
4. We were all full of ____to see you yesterday after being apart for so long.
5. I need some ____for the phone call I need to make to grandma and grandpa.

6. We all get ____from doing our best at work or at school.
7. We own the land ____that our grandparents left us.
SYLLABLES 1,2,3, 4, 5

Opposite meanings
Write the word on the line.

1. outstanding ____

1. right _____________________

2. cowboys ____

2. wild _____________________

3. coin ____

3. fancy _____________________

4. pointed ____

4. light ______________________

5. enjoyment ____

5. rough _____________________

6. interesting ___

6. high _____________________

7. decided _____

7. yell ______________________

8. without ____

8. hide _____________________

9. imagination ____

9. sleep ____________________

10. rodeo ____

10.buy _____________________

smooth
low
sell
whisper
awake
plain
left
heavy
find
tame
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clown, frowning, brown, housed, brows, found, crown, around, mouths, mouse
1. The Prince and Princess both wore a golden jeweled _________________.
2. We heard the ______________________ scampering in the attic.
3. They saw the ____________________ doing her tricks at the circus.
4. If you stay ______________________ here you will have work hard.
5. Any treasure that is _______________ at the bottom of the sea is ours.
6. The children are ___________________ a the cabbage on their trays.
7. The man’s eye__________________

are bushy and gray.

9. I liked the ________________________ and white horse the best.
10.That new ___________________________wash burns when I use it.
BASE

WORDS

DIVIDE

VC - CV

1. resounding __________________

1. button

________

but

________

2. stirring

2. basket

________

________

3. beauties ___________________

3. circus

________

________

4. meanest ___________________

4. poplin

________

________

5. growled

5. insect

________

________

6. sister

________

________

7. ladies ___________________

7. sunset

________

________

8. skipped

___________________

8. contest

________

________

9. brows

___________________

9. mascot

________

________

10. dislike

___________________

10.tapping

________

________

sound

6. skies

___________________

___________________
___________________

ton
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matador imagination relax plains vacation fantasy captured manners

1. I had a great__________________ last summer at Six Flags.
2. When we go off we use our best__________________ .
3. We drove across flat __________________ manners to get to the
train station.
4. I __________________ a scarier caterpillar on a rose bush.
5. The __________________ waved his red cape at the bull.
6. You need to use your __________________ to create a picture.
7. My mom said we should __________________ after raking the
yards.
8. A is a story that could not really happen. _______________.
Circle the nouns.

Circle the two words that go
together.

1. A small yellow bookcase fell.

1. box

trunk

lid

2. The green tree frog jumped.

2. sing

spell

hum

3. A big, fat, fluffy, cat cried.

3. wink

blink

think

4. The birds flew south.

4. van

truck

bank

5. The boa ate the wash.

5. strong

wet

big

6. The Indians wasted nothing.

6. young

red

pink

7. Bark protects the trees.

7. dust

trunk

mud

8. Indians lived in the woods.

8. hatch

birth

eat

9. They dried the blankets.

9. plains

lake

pond

10. The ladles were made of wood.

10. race

relax

rest
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SEQUENCE 1,2,3,4 (PUT EACH IN ORDER)
______ The cowboy held on for dear life.
_____ After about 45 seconds he was thrown to the ground.
_____ The cowboy climbed on top of the bull in the pen.
_____ The clowns helped to distract the bull’s attention..
----------------------------------------------------_____ The students have a Christmas holiday.
_____ We have the summer off from school for vacation.
_____ The students have Thanksgiving holiday.
_____ Everyone starts school in August.
MATCH SOUNDS

MAKE COMPOUND WORDS

1. coins______________ ink

1. mid _______________ set

2. spoon_____________

sky

2. cow ______________ light

3. cub ______________

point

3. camp ______________ boys

4. wrinkle____________

shook

4. moon______________

back

5. dives _____________

meat

5. bare ______________

fire

6. cows ______________ tune

6. sun ______________

man

7. keep______________

7. watch _____________

night

8. west _____________

bound

loud

8. hood ______________ jump

